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INDUSTRIAL OUTDOOR STORAGE

IOS vs. Industrial Vacancy
Industrial Outdoor Storage:
IOS
Industrial Sector
Last-Mile Industry’s Highly Demanded, Yet Underdeveloped Cornerstone
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Consumer expectations, supply chain evolution bolster outlook.
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Specialized property emerging as industrial mainstay. Serving a
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as supply chain disruptions and evolving consumer expectations have

supply chain to individual municipalities.
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directed firms to key-in on last-mile distribution.

IOS Rent Trends

Constrained supply puts spotlight on available IOS space. Existing

Average Rent

developers have been largely dissuaded from starting new projects.
to-land coverage ratios, and municipal development restrictions
has confined many developers to traditional industrial properties,
suppressing additional supply. Limited development has helped
keep vacancy consistently under that of the industrial sector at large,
encouraging more rapid rent growth for active facilities. IOS vacancy
fell under 3 percent in mid-2022, below the historical average, while
IOS rents have advanced by nearly 30 percent on average since the end
of 2019. General industrial rents rose 24 percent during the same span.
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A combination of strict zoning requirements, unfavorable building-

Average Asking Rent Per Sq. Ft.

IOS facilities have become increasingly coveted by industrial users, as
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Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services; CoStar Group, Inc.
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The information contained in this report was obtained from sources deemed to be reliable. Every effort was made to obtain accurate and complete information; however, no representation, warranty or guarantee,
express or implied, may be made as to the accuracy or reliability of the information contained herein. Average asking rents per square foot are representative of direct, triple-net leases for closed-roof facilities located
on industrial outdoor storage properties. This is not intended to be a forecast of future events and this is not a guaranty regarding a future event. This is not intended to provide specific investment advice and should
not be considered as investment advice. Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services, CoStar Group, Inc.; PR Newswire
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